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ABSTRACT

This review summarises key mathematical modelling methods, with a focus upon those methods currently applied within healthcare modelling, and suggests previous and potential applications of these methods within the field of social care. A summary is offered of the model development process, including the use of problem structuring methods, literature reviewing, elicitation and uncertainty analysis. Specific modelling methods such as decision trees, state transition models and discrete event simulation are described, with an outline of their strengths and limitations. Current approaches for quantifying outcomes within health economic evaluation are also briefly discussed. The review highlights particular issues which may need to be considered when applying these modelling methods to social care.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH ON ADULT SOCIAL CARE PRACTICE

• Development of methods for understanding the decision problem
• Methodological development of existing mathematical modelling techniques for use within social care
• Methods for quantifying outcomes associated with social care interventions
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Mathematical modelling and its application to social care

INTRODUCTION

This review presents an overview of mathematical modelling and its current and potential role in informing decisions surrounding the management and delivery of social care. The purposes of the review are threefold:

1. to briefly describe the model development process and the most common methodological forms of mathematical models used to inform health care policy decision-making;

2. to review the use of mathematical modelling in the evaluation of social care interventions, and;

3. to consider developing and applying existing modelling approaches within a social care context.

The use of mathematical models has gained much prominence through their use in facilitating economic evaluation (see accompanying review by Knapp 2011). However, models have also been used in a number of other decision-making contexts including risk assessment (Oscar 2004, Cook et al. 2006) and service planning and capacity modelling (Vlachos et al. 2007, Andersson and Varbrand 2007). The methods discussed within this review are applicable to any decision-making context, however the particular focus here is upon healthcare economic evaluation.

The role and value of mathematical modelling to inform policy decisions

A mathematical model is a representation of the real world, characterised by the use of mathematics to represent the parts of the real world that are of interest and the relationships between those parts (Eddy 1985). Such models can be used to inform policy decisions by synthesising a diverse range of evidence within a coherent and explicit framework. The use of mathematical models avoids intuition alone and, in some cases, the risk, time and cost associated with primary research. By definition, models involve assumption, abstraction and simplification. However, assumptions can be made explicit and the impact of uncertain assumptions upon the model results can be formally assessed. Mathematical models are developed with the explicit function of informing decision-making. Decision models generate information on the expected costs and consequences of alternative courses of action and the probability that a given decision alternative is optimal, given current information. Mathematical modelling rests within a Bayesian framework involving the synthesis of all relevant, often disparate, information in the development, implementation and interpretation of the model and its results (Spiegelhalter et al. 1999). Decision-analytic models can generally be characterised by three common features: (1) the definition of causal relationships between phenomena; (2) the use of some form of extrapolation, either the projection of short-term data to longer-term outcomes or the translation from intermediate to final outcomes through defined causal relationship, and (3) the synthesis of evidence from multiple sources.
Whilst other applications exist, the two main areas in which mathematical modelling is used to inform policy decisions in health and well-being are economic decision modelling and service planning modelling. Within healthcare, the former usually involves the conceptual and mathematical representation of some underlying disease natural history and the impact of a given set of interventions upon that natural history to estimate expected costs and consequences. The costs and consequences are commonly described as the incremental cost per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained over a lifetime horizon, although disease specific outcomes may also be reported. The forthcoming SSCR review on cost-effectiveness analysis by Knapp (2011) provides further information about the economic framework in which such models are used. The latter application of modelling is less well-defined, often involving modelling systems across cross-sectional population groups within some organisation-based system (for example, a hospital ward) in order to identify some means of improvement such as cost savings, improved efficiency or shorter waiting times. The specific modelling methods described below are applicable to both areas.

THE MODEL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

In a generic sense, the development of a mathematical model involves the following five non-distinct groups of activities:

1. understanding the decision problem;
2. conceptual modelling;
3. model implementation;
4. model checking; and
5. engaging with the decision (Chilcott et al. 2010).

Importantly, model development is not, nor should it be, a linear process; these five sets of activities may overlap; for example, model checking is advisable through the entire development process. This description of the model development process is largely generalisable across any modelling application.

Understanding the decision problem

The first stage in model development involves understanding what the problem is, why it is important, and what the decision-maker requires in order to reach a decision. This may involve a myriad of activities including immersing oneself in relevant research evidence, determining the broad scope of the model and establishing the purpose of the model i.e. what it needs to be able to output in order to be useful in informing the decision problem. This may involve formal problem structuring methods (Pidd 2009). With respect to decision modelling, this usually involves defining the population, interventions,
comparators, outcomes and perspective of the model. The population is the people that the intervention(s) will impact upon. Specific subgroups of people may also be considered relevant. Depending on the purpose of the model, interventions may include any use of resources which are expected to impact upon relevant outcomes for the population represented within the model. These may be broad ranging, and within healthcare may include pharmacological treatments, screening programmes, surgical techniques, public awareness campaigns, complex interventions or alternative configurations of an existing service. Model outcomes may be disease-specific, for example the incremental cost per cancer avoided, or generic, such as the incremental cost per life year gained (LYG) or the incremental cost per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained. In terms of service planning, outcomes are likely to be specific to the system being modelled, for example throughput, waiting times and test failures, but may also include more generic outcomes such as costs and cost savings.

Conceptual modelling

The development of the conceptual model involves the abstraction of the decision problem within a coherent framework; in effect it is the tangible expression of an intangible mental model of the system under consideration. The ultimate purpose of conceptual modelling is to determine what is relevant to the decision problem. This includes consideration of what should go into the model, what should stay out of the model, and the way in which those phenomena included in the model should be causally related. Each mathematical model is based on an explicit or implicit conceptual model developed either prior to, or in tandem with the quantitative mathematical model. Explicit methods for conceptual modelling include developing written documentation of the proposed model structure and population, drawing sketches of the proposed model, developing mock-ups and developing written interpretations of evidence. Conceptual modelling may involve consultation with individuals who impact upon or are impacted upon within the system to be modelled. It may also involve examination of research evidence, including previous models of similar systems. In theory, such conceptual models should reflect the shared understanding of the clinical community, the problem owners and the individual charged with model development. While generic frameworks for conceptual modelling have been suggested within the wider operational research literature (Robinson 2008), these have not been universally applied within healthcare and as such there remains considerable variability in approach between individual modellers (Chilcott et al. 2010).

Model implementation

Model implementation involves the quantitative programming of a conceptual model within some software platform. This stage may involve considerable iteration in achieving a trade-off between the perceived ‘ideal’ model and the ‘best’ model possible given the limitations in the evidence base. The most appropriate modelling methodology is dependent on the decision problem under consideration and the information
requirements of the decision-maker; the most common modelling methods are described on pages 5 to 9. Structural assumptions such as those around the extrapolation of trial outcomes are required within the quantitative model.

While evidence review is appropriate across the whole model development process, it is particularly important here in terms of the identification, selection and use of relevant evidence to inform the model parameters. In healthcare economic evaluation ‘relevant evidence’ may include data relating to the effectiveness of interventions, costs, resource use, utility values, epidemiology and aetiology, probabilities of events occurring and longer term outcomes (Glanville and Paisley 2010). Evidence sources may include randomised controlled trials, observational data and routine data sources (for example, hospital episode statistics and unit cost sources). Ideally, many of these parameters would be identified through systematic, comprehensive and reproducible literature reviews. In practice however, time and resource constraints often make such processes feasible only for key model parameters. Formal or informal methods of elicitation of clinical experts may be required for specific assumptions or model parameters where relevant literature is unavailable (O’Hagan 2006).

Model checking

A key element of model development involves the verification and validation of models. The former asks ‘is the model correct?’ while the latter asks ‘is it the correct model?’ Eddy (1985) splits model validation into four levels: (1) Would experts believe the model?; (2) Is the model doing what it is expected to be doing?; (3) Do model predictions agree with non-source data which has not been used to populate the model; and (4) Can the model predict the outcomes of trials? There are a wealth of methods for identifying and avoiding errors including engaging with clinical experts to check face validity, testing extreme values, checking logic, and checking data sources. A detailed taxonomy of model checking approaches is provided in Chilcott et al. (2010). Model checking should be undertaken throughout the model development process.

Engaging with the decision

The final stage in model development involves using the model to inform the decision problem in question. This involves the generation, interpretation and communication of model results to the decision-maker(s). With reference to economic decision modelling, interventions should be compared incrementally, which means that the most effective option is compared with the next most effective option, and this in turn is compared with the next most effective option, and so on. Uncertainty may be assessed using one-way sensitivity analysis and probabilistic sensitivity analysis. One-way sensitivity analysis indicates which parameters are the key drivers of the model results by varying individual parameters in turn within plausible ranges. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis involves the use of Monte Carlo sampling across distributions of all uncertain parameters to estimate the probability that each intervention is optimal. An extension of this approach involves
the use of value of information analysis to estimate the monetary value of reducing or eliminating uncertainty in current information, thus providing a rational basis for planning and prioritising future research. Expected value of perfect information (EVPI) involves calculating the maximum investment a decision-maker would be willing to pay to eliminate all parameter uncertainty from the decision problem (Claxton and Posnett 1996). More advanced methods of value of information analysis are described within Decision Modelling for Health Economic Evaluation by Briggs et al. (2006).

MODELLING METHODS

In health economic evaluation and service planning, mathematical models may reflect the experience of individuals or cohorts of patients and may be evaluated in terms of events or discrete increments of time. A detailed taxonomy of alternative model structures is available from Brennan et al. (2006). In practice, the most common manifestations of mathematical models are decision-trees, state transition models and patient-level models. These three broad classes of models are outlined below.

Decision trees

Decision trees are one of the simplest forms of decision model. These are typically cohort models which means that they follow a cohort of people over a period of time but do not distinguish between individual characteristics. This means that the probabilities of events occurring within the model are associated with an ‘average’ person. Decision trees are made up of a decision node which describes all possible decision alternatives, chance nodes which describe the probability of events occurring dependent upon the decision node, and outcome nodes which describe the probability of all outcomes. Outcome nodes are calculated using an approach known as ‘folding back’ by multiplying the chance nodes leading to that outcome (Drummond et al. 2005). Figure 1 shows an example of a decision tree, estimating the probability of becoming pregnant in a group of sexually active 18-year olds who are either given, or not given, contraceptive advice. Probabilities are illustrative only. Based on this decision tree, the probability of becoming pregnant given no contraceptive advice would therefore be 0.016+0.006 which equates to 2.2%, and the probability of becoming pregnant given contraceptive advice would be 0.008+0.008 which equates to 1.6%. Costs and outcomes for each branch of the tree would also be calculated to estimate the difference in costs and difference in outcomes between the two options, and hence the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio associated with the two options.

Decision trees are useful when a decision process can be easily broken down into a tree-like structure, and events of interest occur once and over a short period of time. The advantage of decision trees is that they are relatively simple to develop and understand. However, decision trees are not appropriate when a problem is more complex. For example, when the risk of events is continuous or the number of events occurring is high since the number of branches would become unmanageable. It is also preferable to use
other modelling methods when the timing of events or variability between individuals within the model is important.

**State transition models**

Within state transition models, events of interest are modelled as transitions from one state to another. The time period of the model is divided into cycles of time, for example a year, and at each cycle there is a probability of remaining in the same state or progressing to a different state within the model. The key assumption is that all people must exist within one of a finite number of states at any one time. State transition models are usually cohort models, although they can also follow individual patients.

For example, chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML) can be described by three clinical phases as the patient progresses: chronic phase, accelerated phase and blastic phase. Within a state
transition model of CML, all patients would exist within one of these health states or in the dead state. Probabilities of transitioning between the states are assigned so that patients can progress from chronic phase to accelerated phase, from accelerated phase to blastic phase, and from blastic phase to dead. Reverse transitions are not possible. There would also be a probability of dying from other causes from any of the CML states. Once a person has reached the dead state, there would be a probability of 1 of remaining in that state. This is known as an absorbing state, since eventually everyone within the model will progress to this state. This example is shown in Figure 2. Arrows are used to represent possible transitions.

Within a state transition model, the behaviour of the process subsequent to any cycle depends only on its description in that cycle (Sonnenberg and Beck 1993). In other words, the probability of transitioning between the health states is independent of which states the patient has been in previously. However, what happens to a person in the future is often dependent on what happens to them in the past. This can be accounted for by building in additional states which are explicit about the history of the people within the model. For instance, within the example above, people may receive a transplant in the accelerated phase which would lead to the patient clinically being in the chronic phase; however the probability of subsequent events is different for these patients. The chronic

Figure 2: State transition model of chronic myeloid leukaemia
phase may therefore be split into two states, ‘chronic phase’ and ‘chronic phase following transplant’.

State transition models are useful when the risk of an event is ongoing over time, when the timing of events is important and when events may occur more than once (Sonnenberg and Beck 1993). Other modelling methods are preferable when there are many events which are dependent upon the history of persons within the model and when variability between individuals within the model is important.

**Discrete event simulation**

Discrete event simulations (DES) are individual-level models where events can be based upon the previous experiences of the entities (for example, people) within the model and their characteristics. Within DES, timing is explicitly modelled by calculating when the next event will occur following the occurrence of each event (Pidd 2004). Resources, such as staff or hospital beds, can be explicitly modelled using shift patterns.

Figure 3 shows an example of a discrete event simulation of the cervical screening process which assesses the impact of a range of options for change to the process upon the turn-

**Figure 3: Discrete event simulation of cervical screening process**

around time of screening results. The model begins at the General Practice surgery and follows the patients’ samples to the laboratory where they are examined and graded. These grades are then sent to the ‘call and recall’ offices for processing the results and posting them out to the women. Each entity is assigned patient characteristics, such as underlying disease status, which determine the subsequent pathway of the entities. Each process (or ‘work centre’) within the model is programmed to require time to be completed and staff to be available where appropriate. The white boxes within Figure 3 allow queues to develop prior to each work centre if there are insufficient resources available at that time. Within this example, the DES was developed such that the result turn-around times closely matched what happened in practice. Options for change were then tested within the model in terms of result turn-around times (Pilgrim and Chilcott 2008).

DES is useful when the decision problem is complex and requires explicit modelling of time and when variability between people within the model is important. However, DES is associated with greater data requirements and usually requires greater expertise and development time; hence there is a trade-off between these advantages and disadvantages (Karnon 2003).

Other modelling methods

There are a wide range of other modelling methods which have not been applied as widely within healthcare. It is not feasible to cover all of these methods here. However two key methods will be briefly described: system dynamics and agent-based modelling. System dynamics aims to capture feedback loops within systems by firstly mapping these relationships diagrammatically, and secondly using differential equations to represent them mathematically. Within healthcare, system dynamics has mainly been applied to infectious disease modelling, where the complex nature of an infectious disease needs to be captured (Atun et al. 2007). Agent-based modelling is another individual-level approach which simulates agents, for example patients, with potentially adaptive behaviour according to their environment. Within the model, agents are able to adapt their behaviour according to interactions between each other and their environment. Agent-based modelling has also been applied to infectious diseases (Meng et al. 2010).

It is important to note that while there are advantages and disadvantages of using each of the modelling methods outlined here, the choice of appropriate modelling approach is not always clear. For example, there is a trade-off between the increased flexibility associated with individual-level modelling such as DES and the increased programming expertise, data and time requirements. Additionally, the choice of modelling methodology is not always distinct; in some cases it may be appropriate to combine two or more modelling methods. Further discussion of which type of mathematical model would be appropriate for decision problems with certain characteristics is provided by Brennan et al. (2006).
APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN SOCIAL CARE

A literature search was undertaken to identify previous applications of mathematical models in social care. This review was not intended to be exhaustive. The aim was to capture the types of mathematical models currently being developed within social care and the key issues associated with social care modelling.

Social Care Online was searched for economic evaluations using the terms ‘economic evaluation’, ‘cost effectiveness’ or ‘cost utility’ within the title. In addition, the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) website was searched for any assessments around social care using the search term ‘social care’. Studies were included if they assessed the cost-effectiveness of UK social care interventions, which are not aimed at children and which are not provided within a primary care or a hospital-based setting, using a mathematical model. Within this review, the use of a ‘mathematical model’ is characterised by: (1) the definition of causal relationships between phenomena; (2) the use of some form of extrapolation, either the projection of short-term data to longer-term outcomes or the translation from intermediate to final outcomes through defined causal relationship; and (3) the synthesis of evidence from multiple sources.

Three hundred and seventy six potentially relevant studies were identified by the searches. Following title and abstract sifting and after obtaining potentially relevant full papers, no studies were identified which used a mathematical model as defined above to assess the cost-effectiveness of social care interventions. Five economic evaluations alongside clinical trials were identified from the review. These are described in Table 1.

The use of evidence from only one trial means that all relevant comparators may not be included within the analysis. This is important because it may be that the most economically attractive comparator is not included within the analysis. In addition, it may not be possible to adequately capture the uncertainty around the population mean. Moreover, extrapolation of trial outcomes is important to capture all differences in costs and outcomes between the intervention and the comparator. Using only the trial data is likely to underestimate the differences in both costs and outcomes, and hence will lead to different results and potentially different conclusions.

Extrapolation within a mathematical model may involve extending outcomes reported within the trials over the long-term or it may involve the estimation of final outcomes which have not been collected within the trial by modelling a relationship between these and the intermediate outcomes collected within the trials. For example, suppose a model of the impact of contraceptive advice upon costs and outcomes is required, but trial data are only available reporting contraceptive use. The model would need to capture the relationship between contraceptive use and pregnancy rates, between pregnancy rates and birth rates, and the way in which this impacts upon health-related quality of life.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Model outcomes</th>
<th>Perspective</th>
<th>Key methods</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Key limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charlesworth et al. 2008</td>
<td>Befriending of carers by trained lay workers</td>
<td>Cost per QALY gained</td>
<td>Societal</td>
<td>Economic evaluation alongside RCT</td>
<td>Befriending is unlikely to be economically attractive</td>
<td>No extrapolation beyond trial follow up; Evidence from only 1 trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graff et al. 2008</td>
<td>Occupational therapy</td>
<td>Cost per number with ‘successful treatment’ gained</td>
<td>Societal</td>
<td>Economic evaluation alongside RCT</td>
<td>Occupational therapy is likely to be cost saving</td>
<td>No extrapolation beyond trial follow up; Evidence from only 1 trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason et al. 2007</td>
<td>Respite care services</td>
<td>Wide range of outcomes assessed within the studies identified</td>
<td>Societal or NHS</td>
<td>Systematic review of economic evaluations</td>
<td>5 studies identified (1 UK). All economic evaluations alongside RCTs. Authors concluded it was not feasible to undertake a de novo economic evaluation due to paucity of effectiveness data</td>
<td>No economic evaluation undertaken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalra et al. 2005</td>
<td>(i) 24 hour stroke care; (ii) general ward care + specialist team support; (iii) home care + specialist team + community support</td>
<td>Cost per avoidance of death or institutionalisation; cost per Barthel Index; cost per QALY gained</td>
<td>Societal</td>
<td>Economic evaluation alongside RCT</td>
<td>24 hour stroke care is the most effective option; however home care is the most cost-effective option</td>
<td>No extrapolation beyond trial follow up; Evidence from only 1 trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patel et al. 2004</td>
<td>Care giver training</td>
<td>Cost per QALY gained</td>
<td>Societal and NHS</td>
<td>Economic evaluation alongside RCT</td>
<td>Care giver training is likely to be cost saving</td>
<td>No extrapolation beyond trial follow up; Evidence from only 1 trial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
POTENTIAL APPLICATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN SOCIAL CARE

There is no fundamental reason why the modelling methods outlined on pages 2 to 9 of this review cannot be applied to social care economic evaluation. An illustrative example of this is described for assessing the cost-effectiveness of carer training.

Model assessing the cost-effectiveness of carer training

To assess the cost-effectiveness of carer training upon stroke patients, a state transition model could be developed with three states; stroke patient at home with carer, stroke patient in care home and death as shown in Figure 4.

The model could follow a cohort of patients over their lifetime. Patients would begin in the ‘stroke patient at home’ state and eventually progress to the ‘death’ state. The model would include the disease natural history of stroke, and the impact of the intervention upon that disease natural history. In practice, it may be that more states would be required to incorporate more states associated with the illness or other comorbidities associated with stroke. The model would also include death from other causes. Costs could be incorporated for the intervention (cost of training carers), direct healthcare costs (such as outpatient and stroke unit costs), social service costs (such as the cost of the social care worker and other assistance), community-based care costs (such as general practitioner and nurse costs) and carer costs (the cost of caring by relatives/friends). Different costs

Figure 4: State transition model of carer training
could be associated with each health state according to the care received. Health-related quality of life could also be associated with each state dependent upon the intervention. This model could be developed using the model development process outlined within pages 2 to 4 of this review.

**Methodological issues for modelling within social care**

Social care modelling both accentuates some of the methodological issues within health technology assessment and highlights additional issues which do not require consideration within other contexts. Within health technology assessment, there is often only one relevant disease to be modelled, and the disease natural history and the impact of health technologies upon the disease natural history are relatively well understood, which facilitates extrapolation of data beyond the trial follow-up. Costs associated with health technologies are usually either incurred by the NHS or personal social services or are considered to be indirect costs; there are generally no costs incurred by other sectors within health technology assessment models.

In contrast, social care modelling appears to face similar issues to public health modelling; namely the attribution of effects (in other words quantifying the effectiveness of the interventions), measuring and valuing outcomes, identifying intersectoral costs and consequences, and incorporating equity considerations (Weatherley et al. 2009).

**Attribution of effects**

This relates to the limited evidence from the UK setting, particularly in the form of randomised controlled trials (RCT), and the short length of follow-up within these studies. Statistical methods for adjusting effectiveness estimates from other settings and for extrapolating these outcomes should be developed. In addition, social care models may need to incorporate human behaviour and there are many factors influencing this which increases the complexity of modelling. For instance, mental health disorders present additional challenges in modelling patient behaviour, and these impacts are often not collected within the trials of effectiveness. Econometric techniques can be used to analyse the outcomes of non-RCT evidence by aiming to control for confounding factors.

**Measuring and valuing outcomes**

Within health technology assessment the QALY measure is used to value outcomes. NICE recommend that the EQ-5D questionnaire is used where possible to measure these outcomes (NICE 2008). This consists of five dimensions including mobility, self care, usual activities, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression. However, these dimensions may not be sufficiently broad within social care to capture all of the effects of the interventions (for example, non health-related effects). Research is currently underway in this area, including research assessing the use of multicriteria decision analysis for valuing stakeholders’ preferences. There may also be issues with valuing these health dimensions from people with mental health needs (see accompanying review by Knapp 2011).
Identifying intersectoral costs and consequences

Social care interventions may affect costs and outcomes across numerous sectors in addition to health; for example, education and employment. Expenditure within one sector may reduce expenditure within another sector and the value of this should be considered within the model. The perspective chosen will affect which costs and consequences are accounted for within the model.

Incorporating equity considerations

Equity relates to the fair allocation of resources. One aim of social care interventions is to reduce inequalities by providing care to those who are unable to adequately care for themselves. It may therefore be appropriate to incorporate equity concerns within economic models developed within social care and this should be explored further.

The characterisation of uncertainty

There may be considerable uncertainty regarding the disease natural history and some of the benefits of social care interventions. A coherent conceptual model should be developed with input from social care experts to minimise the uncertainties within the model. Structural uncertainties as well as parameter uncertainties should be incorporated into the probabilistic sensitivity analysis (Bojke et al. 2009).

In 2005, NICE began undertaking assessments of the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of public health interventions. As a result, much research is currently underway around public health modelling of many of these issues and the outcomes of much of this research will be useful to social care modelling (Weatherley et al. 2009). However, there are three key differences between social care modelling and public health modelling. Firstly, within social care the majority of the population which the intervention is aimed at will benefit from the intervention, whereas within public health modelling generally only a small subset of the population provided with the intervention will benefit from it since a substantial proportion will often not engage with the intervention. Therefore, while within public health uptake may need to be explicitly modelled, within social care it may be less important. This also means that the budget impact of social care interventions can be assessed with more certainty than public health interventions. Secondly, the benefits of social care interventions are generally apparent within the short to medium-term, whereas due to the preventative nature of public health interventions, the benefits are often unlikely to be observed until several years after the intervention is provided. This means that extrapolating outcomes based upon clinical trials within social care is less likely to require the mapping of intermediate outcomes onto final outcomes than within public health modelling.

Finally, it is suggested that all interventions within an economic evaluation should be compared with a ‘do nothing’ option (Drummond et al. 2005). However, in practice this is usually the minimum treatment which is considered to be ethically reasonable. Within
social care, this ‘do nothing’ option – for example providing a carer for a person with intellectual disability – is often associated with high costs in comparison to ‘do nothing’ options within public health or health technology assessment. It may not always be clear which comparator should be modelled within the economic evaluation and this should be considered within the ‘understanding the decision problem’ phase of the model development process (see pages 2 to 3). It is important that the choice of comparator(s) within an economic model is appropriate since the cost-effectiveness of an intervention is defined by reference to its comparator(s).

Strengths and limitations associated with mathematical modelling within social care

Decisions around resource allocation are essential where there are insufficient resources for the demands upon a service. Mathematical models provide a framework for synthesising all relevant evidence associated with the decision in an explicit way so that assumptions can be questioned and explored. Although there are currently methodological limitations associated with undertaking economic evaluations within social care, the use of the outlined modelling methods provide a more appropriate framework for resource allocation decisions than either an informal decision-making process – which is likely to be subject to implicit assumptions and biased evidence – or economic evaluations alongside clinical trials. The current limitations within the modelling methodology can be explored and developed based upon the methodological research currently being undertaken within public health modelling and alongside its application within social care.

Resources required for undertaking economic evaluation within social care

Mathematical modelling expertise would be required for developing a model within social care. The cost and time requirements of developing a mathematical model are wide-ranging depending upon the aim and scope of the work. However as a guide, a time period of between three to six months would usually be required to develop a model and an accompanying report. The aim of economic evaluation is to improve the efficacy of the system, and hence the cost of the model development should be relatively small compared with the potential cost savings associated with changing current practice within social care throughout England. The cost of the development of mathematical models is also relatively low compared with primary research.

In instances when a mathematical model suggests that an intervention is economically attractive over the long-term, it should be noted that the intervention may require substantial capital within the short-term. The short-term costs associated with the interventions may also be estimated within a model, as has been undertaken previously within social care economic evaluations.
CONCLUSION

This review has described the generic model development process and the most common application of mathematical models within healthcare. A literature review was undertaken which suggests that, while some economic evaluations are undertaken alongside clinical trials within social care, modelling which synthesises relevant evidence and extrapolates outcomes beyond trial follow-up is not generally employed within social care. The modelling methods currently used within healthcare could be applied to social care and there are clear benefits to doing this. However, further methodological development would be required as part of the application to social care. Research around public health modelling may be useful for applying modelling methods to social care since there are important similarities between the two applications.
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